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Saudis enjoy
makeshift cinema
ahead of arrival
of movie theatres
The Arab Weekly staff

London
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Gripping intensity. A scene from “This is Palestine,” co-produced by Tyrone Productions and Trócaire.
(Trócaire)

Founder of worldwide
sensation ‘Riverdance’
takes on Israeli occupation
Najwa Saad

Washington

I

rish producer John McColgan, the founder of the $1 billion “Riverdance” sensation
in 1995, has marked the 50th
anniversary of Israel’s 1967
occupation of the West Bank and
Gaza with the film “This is Palestine.”
The purpose of the documentary was “to [show] how the lives
of people in the region have been
affected by occupation, segregation, restriction of movement
and ongoing violence,” McColgan
said.
The film was shown in January
at the Women’s National Democratic Club in Washington, which
was established in 1922 to serve
as a forum to engage in policy discussions. The audience was small
but vigorously engaged.
An Israeli-American woman
spoke of breaking with her own
family over the occupation. An
employee of the US Department
of State admitted that, for the first
time in her career, she was losing
hope. She asked how there could
be a move forward when even
non-violent activists are marginalised and arrested by both Palestinians and Israelis.
Maya Berry, executive director
of the Arab American Institute,
said the occupation has reached
such a point and with the United
States having no pretence of being an honest broker, the twostate solution is dead.
Stella O’Leary, director of the
Irish-American Democrats’ political action committee, which
helped promote the film, explained that many Irish share a
connection with and empathise
with the Palestinians given their
own history. Both Irish and Palestinians, O’Leary noted, have been
underdogs amid decades of violent conflict, with many not being able to own land, having their
freedom of movement restricted
and being subjected to food deprivation.
“The difference in this conflict
(Israeli/Palestinian) is that the
governments cannot be said to
be honest brokers,” she said, noting that during the Northern Irish
peace process, US President Bill
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Clinton overruled the British government’s objection and granted
Irish politician Gerry Adams a
visa to take part in negotiations in
the United States, while she sees
no honest broker in the Palestinian case.
McColgan mentioned that some
Palestinians had expressed a
glimmer of hope that with an unconventional US president such
as Donald Trump there may be a
chance for peace. That glimmer
has whimpered into the ether.
McColgan did a 10-day film
shoot, visiting the West Bank, Jerusalem and the Gaza Strip, which
many film-makers avoid. Due to
time constraints, the 49-minute
documentary treats some topics with great intensity and not
others.

Filming dwells long
amid the horrific
human tragedy in
Gaza, which
deserves weight to
convey the vastness
of this human rights
disaster.

He bemoaned the fact that,
while the world’s media were
focused elsewhere, the IsraeliPalestinian conflict continued
to worsen. He seemed to have
decided to highlight the misery,
though sprinkling some hope by
ending with examples of cooperation between Israeli and Palestinian peace activists.
The visual sweep impressively
captures the expanding settlement blocks, the Israeli-only
roads, property destruction, the
checkpoints and military presence in many frames.
McColgan’s treatment of the
settlement issue is spot-on. With
a strong narrative and the Israeli
spokesman’s statements, the duplicity of the government’s policy
and facile interpretations of international agreements shine for
all to see. The official’s denial of
discrimination in utilities is excellent, contrasted by the Jericho

and fountain images. The film’s
focus on the wall covered key legal points with good footage.
Filming dwells long amid the
horrific human tragedy in Gaza,
which deserves weight to convey
the vastness of this human rights
disaster; the vignette about the
fisherman offers an angle many
film-makers miss. It was valuable
to hear Sister Bridget’s witness account of even losing hope herself.
However, a callous but calculated
edit of both would have opened
space for other content.
Besides its purpose to expose
what’s really happening to Palestinian lives, one of McColgan’s
key film objectives was to encourage the Irish government
to recognise a Palestinian state.
Conversations with well-attired
Palestinian professionals would
have gently nudged stereotypes
among grassroots viewers and
nurtured credence in the capacity
for self-governance.
Viewers would have benefited
from balanced imagery and dialogue, including with families
— for example from Bethlehem
and Ramallah — who also face
daily restrictions, property theft,
shortages, home invasions and
grenade firings.
The Hebron visit was powerful.
McColgan’s profound shock was
visceral; he saw the apartheid of
life there as a microcosm of the
broader conflict. The settlers’
comments about NGOs perfectly
illustrated Israel’s demonisation
of aid groups — the origins of the
new border blacklist.
Much more could be said. Given
Trump’s recognition of Jerusalem
as the capital of Israel in December, followed by the shockingly
draconian cuts in humanitarian
aid to Palestinians, the occupation may be facing an implosion.
The arrogance of former Israeli
General Rafael Eitan’s famous
quote haunts: “When we have
settled the land, all the Arabs will
be able to do about it will be to
scurry around like drugged cockroaches in a bottle.”
With cuts to security, starvation
and unemployment, the power
may shift. The film is available on
YouTube.
Najwa Saad is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

audis got a glimpse of the
near future with the first
public screening of feature-length films in more
than 35 years as the kingdom prepared permanent theatre
venues in its drive to offer additional entertainment options.
Authorities in Jeddah set up a
makeshift theatre on January 15
at the Culture and Arts Society
to show a double feature of “The
Emoji Movie” and “Captain Underpants: The First Epic Movie.”
If the public reception is an indicator, the cinema industry will be
a force to be reckoned with in the
kingdom.
“It’s more comfortable, more
fun to have a change of scenery
and an activity on the weekend. It
is a step that was very late in coming but, thank God, it’s happening
now,” Sultan al-Otaibi, 28, who
attended the screening with his
family, told Reuters.
The screenings were part of a
6-day movie festival organised
by the General Entertainment Authority, the governmental body
tasked with sponsoring entrainment, sports and cultural events
and is creating an entertainment
industry relatively from scratch.
Saudi officials in December announced that cinemas would be
opening in the country in 2018.
The first theatre is to open in
March, local reports said.
The government plan is to have
more than 300 cinemas, totalling
more than 2,000 screens, by 2030.
Experts said the industry could
add $24 billion and 30,000 permanent jobs to the Saudi economy.
“Opening cinemas will act as a
catalyst for economic growth and
diversification,” Information Minister Awwad Alawwad said at the
time.
Saudis traditionally venture
to nearby countries such as the
United Arab Emirates or Bahrain
for cinemas. With the lifting of
the ban, experts said as much as
25% the estimated $20 billion
Saudi nationals spend overseas
on such entertainment would go

to Saudi businesses.
However, Riyadh’s efforts to
nurture domestic tourism and give
Saudi citizens more recreational
options have been a challenge to
cultural norms. Saudi authorities
prepared for a possible backlash,
Foreign Affairs magazine said,
with Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz developing a strategy to deal with the
situation.
That includes a rating system,
like one recently introduced for
video games, to help ensure the
films shown do not conflict with
local sensibilities, the General Entertainment Authority said.
In an interview with entertainment trade publication Deadline,
Fahad al-Moammar, the superintendent of the Saudi Cinema
Industry at General Commission
of Audiovisual Media, said the
rating system has helped video
game developers “understand
what kind of content to put in
their pipeline.”

The government plan
is to have more than
300 cinemas, totalling
more than 2,000
screens, by 2030.
Hollywood actress Lindsey
Lohan announced she would film
a movie in the kingdom beginning
in September. Lohan, who broke
the news on “The Wendy Williams
Show” a daytime talk show, said
the film would be titled “Frame.”
The plot revolves around a female
American
photographer
who
moves to the kingdom for workrelated reasons after leaving her
husband in the United States.
Movie theatres were banned
in the early 1980s due to pressure from religious conservatives.
Crown Prince Mohammed recently vowed to return the kingdom to
its moderate roots.
Several international movietheatre chains, including the United States’ AMC Entertainment,
are considering entering the
Saudi market.

Change of scenery. A general view of the first new Saudi cinema at
a cultural club in Jeddah.
(Reuters)

